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Col BG’s Message - 
Col J G Robinson

It is an immense honour to be selected to be your Colonel 

Brigade of Gurkhas. I have had a strong connection with the 

Brigade for many years. Not only was I born in Nepal but I have 

also served nearly 30 years with 7GR and the RGR. My father 

was a previous Commanding Officer of 7GR and of course my 

brother is currently Commanding Officer of 1RGR. It is a great 

honour to take the Brigade forward and this is the pinnacle of 

my career. I would like to pay tribute to the work done by my 

predecessor, Brigadier Ian Rigden, who has placed the Brigade 

on a sound footing with a clear path for the future. I join you 

in passing  heartfelt congratulations to him on his promotion to 

Brigadier and wish him every success in his new assignment at the 

Development and Doctrine Concepts Centre at Shrivenham.

2012 has been a challenging year for the Brigade. We have continued 

to perform to the highest standards on operations in Afghanistan 

and I know that 1RGR with elements of QGS and QGE are currently 

deployed. I wish them all a safe and successful tour and I also want to 

recognise the support that our families provide, particularly when our 

soldiers are deployed. Our professional excellence has won significant 

praise both from within our own Army and from other nations - this 

is the benchmark we must continue to maintain. 2012 has also been 

about restructuring the Army for the future. Known as Army 2020,  

we are extremely pleased and proud that the Brigade has a key 

part and a role to play in the new Army structure. Of course this is 

also a period of uncertainty and while redundancy is not a pleasant 

prospect, I am pleased that we, as a Brigade, have done our best to 

manage those selected sensibly and sensitively. In meeting the new 

structure all Brigade units will have to reduce and the new units will 

be smaller but no less capable. As the future becomes clearer and the 

focus on Afghanistan reduces we will look to exploit opportunities for 

training and operations as they arise; history tells us that something 

unexpected will occur and we must be ready.

So what of the future? Our focus is to complete the restructuring of 

the Brigade to ensure we achieve manning balance in good order 

while ensuring that we look after our people. Redundancy Tranche 

3 details were announced in January. This informs the fields that are 

being looked at for Redundancy. For those in the Redundancy fields 

I strongly encourage you to conduct some planning. Look at the 

Armed Forces Pension and Redundancy calculators online, attend 

Employment Fairs and keep your mind open in case you are selected. 

There are also many opportunities to Transfer within the Army and 

this would allow future employment in another career field. So do 

speak with your RCMO and understand what is available; do not sit 

and hope it will not be you!

Work is still on-going to finish the Army 2020 work and we are in 

discussion over planned reductions to Mandalay Company at Brecon 

and Sittang Company at Sandhurst. In anticipation of a smaller 

Brigade we have also reduced our recruit intake to 126 from 175. 

2013 will see the two RGR Battalions Arms Plot Move and this will be 

carefully managed to ensure minimum impact on those selected for 

redundancy and our families.

As ever we will continue to be judged on how we perform and we 

must strive to be good everywhere. As the opportunity for operational 

deployment reduces we must continue to do all we can to ensure our 

reputation within the army and across the nation remains as high as 

ever. Thank you for all your efforts and I know you will meet the future 

challenges with traditional Gurkha commitment and professionalism.

Jai Brigade of Gurkhas! 
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Farewell to 
Mr Simon Lord 

Brigade Secretary 
(2005 - 2012)



Lt Rose Conducting Shura
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Hello again, for the second instalment 

of despatches from Patrol Base 

WAHID where D (Kandahar) Coy 

continues to operate on the banks of the 

Nahr-e-Burgha canal as part of Nad-e-Ali’s 

Herrick 17 transition support unit.

The past month has been a challenging 

and successful one for D Coy and we’ve 

conducted a variety of different patrols 

within the AO. Morale remains high in 

camp where we enjoy the comforts afforded 

by a patrol base with its own kitchens, 

welfare tent and volleyball pitch. As ever, 

Transition progress continues apace within 

the AO and D Coy has been busy providing 

support to the advisor teams based in 

Wahid as well as conducting partnered 

ops with the local ANSF forces. During the 

past week D Coy has supported ANSF led 

incursions into the Northern Dashte area - a 

key bed-down location for the insurgency.  

Attack Helicopter support was required to 

uproot some of the more stubborn fighters, 

but combined with Wahid’s accurate 

sharpshooters the local insurgents received 

a very bloody nose indeed. In a continued 

sign of the professionalism of D Company 

members, some of the injured insurgents 

were given medical treatment by members 

of Wahid. This sent a strong message to the 

surrounding villagers and ANSF about the 

fairness and integrity of ISAF troops. 

The excitement in the north was over just in 

time for Tihar, and nobody does a party on 

tour quite like 1RGR (in particular, D Coy) who 

bought in 5 goats for the occasion from the 

After some seven years in post as 

the Brigade Secretary HQBG, it 

was with some sadness that we 

bade Simon Lord farewell on his well 

earned retirement. 

 

Simon Lord is very well known to all the staff 

at HQBG and to all the past and present 

Regimental Association Secretaries, both in 

the UK and in Nepal. His hall mark as the 

brigade secretary has been one of unflappable 

diligence and attention to detail in all aspects 

local villages. The members of D Coy used 

their free time to build Jhande Burjaa tables 

for gambling and various games were played 

well into the early hours (everyone wishing 

they had as much luck as RSDC Cpl Surya). 

On Tihar itself the OC, 2IC and other elements 

of D Coy also visited a local school in Loy 

Mandeh to survey the progress of education 

in the area and meet with key locals. Gifts of 

woolly hats as well as pencils and paper were 

given to the students; a fitting gesture during 

the festival period and a reminder to ourselves 

that in order to maintain long term regional 

security we must ensure that we nurture the 

younger generation. The area of Loy Mandeh 

itself, once deserted by locals who regarded 

it as too dangerous to inhabit, now boasts a 

busy bazaar and school, with close security 

provided by ANSF from a local checkpoint.  

It is hoped that for the time-being the 

advisory teams, supported by D Coy, will 

continue to boost the confidence and 

capability of the ANSF so that Loy Mandeh 

can continue to thrive. 

The latest ANSF Operation to have received 

support from D Coy has been a large scale 

ANSF clearance of the Dashte area to our 

North. This ANSF operation, or OP TUFAN 

as it has been called, involved nearly 500 

ANA personnel supported by AUP and ISAF 

elements. The troops were tasked with 

clearing through the insurgent bed-down 

locations and poppy harvesting fields which 

provide vital support to insurgent activity.  

The operation was complemented by D 

Company’s own efforts in helping to provide 

a cordon, as well as moving into areas of the 

Dashte to operate alongside the 1 Mercian 

recce platoon. The Operation gave a strong 

indication of the front-footed approach 

which the ANSF is now taking in dealing with 

security in Afghanistan, and the increasingly 

support-based role which ISAF is adopting.  

Without this approach the draw-down of 

ISAF troops over the coming years would 

not be able to take place. D Coy operations 

over the past month or so have focussed on 

encouraging cooperation between ANA, AUP 

and ALP troops in the area, and it is clear 

that real progress is being made. 

Thank you to all members of the rear 

operations group for their messages of support 

over the past month. D Coy will continue to 

work hard to maintain the reputation of the 

battalion as we help to build a stronger and 

safer Afghanistan. Look forward to more news 

from PB Wahid in the coming months.

Jai D Coy, Jai 1 RGR!

D (Kandahar) 
Company 1RGR
By Lt J Devall

of his many and varied responsibilities. He has 

made a significant contribution to HQBG and 

also to the wider Brigade of Gurkhas.

Many of the serving Brigade will know him 

as the editor of either the monthly Parbate 

Magazine or as the editor of the annual 

Kukri Journal, which provides such a valuable 

record of Brigade of Gurkha activities at 

every level. He is also very well known by 

the former Gurkha Brigade Regimental 

Associations as their point of contact into 

HQBG and coordinator for many of the key 

Brigade activities. However, what he will be 

remembered for was his compassion and 

dedication to the Gurkha Ex-Servicemen and 

their families now resident in the UK, and the 

initial establishment of the welfare network 

to assist them in their resttlement to the UK.

Simon Lord handed over to Major Nigel 

Wylie Carrick MBE himself no stranger to the 

Brigade and we wish Simon Lord a happy 

and productive retirement.

1 RGR
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What is this country we are 

fighting in like? Hot, wet 

and cold!! Life in BURMA is 

different to other Area of Operations(AO) 

due to the intensive tempo. Here we are 

dealing with Improvised Explosive devices 

(IED) day in and day out; with the promise 

of an Operational Medal and a few other 

incentives on completion of our tour.  

It may not sound great, but the tour is not 

bad at all.

For Brimstone 43 it’s been a gradual rise in 

the amount of work we have had to do. We 

arrived in Camp Bastion on the 5 Sept 2012 

and after completing RSOI and RST we spent 

one and half months running a number of 

RST (Role Specific Training) packages for 

newly arrived Advanced Search Teams and 

All Arm Search Teams, and helping out 

CTAG guys on several occasions as demo 

men. Eventually we took over the role as 

HRF (High Readiness Force) and the chance 

to deploy forward finally arrived. As the HRF 

team we were briefed and ready to deploy in 

support of a number of deliberate Ops, but 

last minute cancellations due to lack of Tiger 

Teams meant they never materialised. We 

remained in Bastion waiting for our chance. 

What can’t go unmentioned was celebrating 

our two great Nepal festivals of Dashain and 

Tihar, where we spent the night dancing and 

eating ‘bhat’. Otherwise we spent the whole 

time inside the perimeter of Camp Bastion. 

The real adventure was yet to begin.

Finally, at short notice we were sent out to 

FOB OULLETTE (OLT) which lies in CF BMA. 

Apparently, this was the AO with more 

kinetic activity than anywhere else in the 

entire Helmand Province. When we first 

arrived in FOB OLT the environment here 

was completely different than what we 

experienced back in Bastion. The FOB was 

hit by IDF attacks a couple of times in the 

past so we had to remain extra vigilant at all 

times. After a few days in FOB OLT we soon 

had our first job, which we were all excited 

about. We deployed on a HAF (Helicopter 

Assault Force) and Searched 3 compounds 

approximately 3 miles to the South East 

of our location. We searched a suspected 

weapons cache but nothing was found so 

we jumped back on the Heli and flew back 

to the FOB. We soon realised after our first 

task that this was not an easy environment 

to operate in (as we all knew before hand). 

After that, jobs just kept coming; 10 liners on 

route 611 became new normal.

On 6 Dec 2012 we deployed on a Deliberate 

Op to Search a cluster of compounds shaped 

like a L known as ‘Lazy L’. This was a known 

Taliban firing point and coincidently it was 

engaged by AH (attach helicopter - Apaches!) 

just two days prior. It was a very challenging 

task because the cluster of compounds was 

on the other side of a 12 foot deep irrigation 

canal with no bridge spanning over it. 

This meant our cordon couldn’t be pushed 

forward of us to the other side because we 

had Mastiff vehicles. So, AH was in the air to 

Brimstone 43
Loving the Tour
By Spr Khem Kumar Gurung

Brimstone 43 Happy to leave Bastion
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give us the cover we needed. To get across the canal, the Infantry laid 

an Infantry Assault Bridge and we crossed the canal using that making 

us the most forward troops on the battlefield. We formed an Incident 

Control Point (ICP) straight away and set out in isolation. Artillery 

guns and the Mortar platoon back in FOB OLT fired smoke to provide 

a screen while we were on the other side of the compound in order 

to protect us from being targeted by small arms threat from the west. 

The first couple of mortar rounds dropped a couple of hundred meters 

short of where they were supposed to impact, so we stopped our 

isolation around the compound whilst the Gunners sorted themselves 

out. After a short delay, they adjusted and we got the smoke screen 

we needed to finish our isolation. Our Team Commanders and Scribe 

each commanded a team of 2 searchers, cleared one room after 

another until all the compounds were searched. The task went pretty 

smoothly but nothing was found in the compound, however we did 

complete our mission, which was to disrupt the firing points. 

Everything was good and then the weather turned wet, cold and cloudy.  

We found a 30kg main charge VOIED just 100 meters away from one 

of the Sangars. For the next couple of days we were quite busy and our 

confidence was increasing with each task. After a couple more tasks 

on route 611 the isolation became a piece of cake (i.e. pretty rapid). 

Whilst our IEDD operator was busy dealing with the device, we were 

busy negotiating the price of chickens or goats with the locals. This 

maintained our own Gurkha kaida (tradition) to keep our fatigue at bay 

by keeping our bellies full, thus keeping our morale topped up. Having 

a ‘pukka’ Gurkha curry on every ration day, sometimes twice a week 

was the main contributor to maintaining our morale. Gratitude must 

be given to the Master Chef of FOB OLT for providing us with a never 

ending supply of resources to keep our curry tasty. On top of that, our 

Search Advisor Luttig Saheb had ordered goats through the system and 

organised a TV for our tent. We think organising a curry night every 

week definitely improved his Nepali vocabulary, and in particular glad to 

hear that he now knows the real difference between PARSI and PHARSI 

(day after tomorrow and Pumpkin). We have been in FOB OLT for 2 

months now and counting down the days to R&R but while we’ve been 

counting down, the FOB has seen a number of IDF attacks. God is on 

our side that nothing has landed inside yet. To date BRIMSTONE 43 has 

completed 18 tasks and pretty much encountered all types of IEDs that 

have been used by the insurgents. All things aside, and the constant 

changing of the dress state, this is not such a bad place to be in. We 

have another month to push before our R&R and are thoroughly looking 

forward to it. God bless Brimstone 43 & the EOD and Search Task Force.

Jai BRIMSTONE

Jai QGE



We are the Protective Mobility 

(PM) group, a team of 10 

also known as Brimstone 95 

working for the Counter IED Training 

Advisory Group (CTAG) with the Police 

Mentoring Advisory Group (PMAG) in MOB 

Lashkagah, in the South Eastern part of 

Helmand Province. Our team is led by Capt 

Engelbrecht, Sgt Birendra Kambang 2IC 

and Cpl Bhim Pun as section commander. 

The two main day to day jobs for the PM 

group are to provide protection to ISAF as 

guardian angels when training the ANSF as 

well as the protection and transportation 

of personnel and equipment between 

training locations. As a change from daily 

routine on the 18 January everyone in our 

team was excited, why I hear you ask? Well 

it was because our Gurkha Major Sahib 

Major Ek Bahadur Gurung himself was 

visiting. His visit was a huge morale boost 

for all of the team and QGE members.

In the process of visiting the boys in and 

around Helmand he managed to pay us a 

visit in Lashkargah.  Early in the morning 

Commandant QGE  Lt Col Ed Robinson and 

GM Sahib were welcomed and accompanied 

by SSM WO2 Manjit Gurung Sahib at the 

HLS. After having a quick chat and few 

photographs, Sgt Birendra guruji briefed 

them on the days programme and escorted 

our VIPs to their accommodation. After 

having lunch together we all assembled 

in the PRT briefing room where the 

Commandant QGE Sahib briefed us about 

the roles and responsibilities of EOD & Search 

task force including the PM Group on Op 

HERRICK 17. He told us that he had been to 
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Commandant & Gurkha Major QGE 
visits Troops in Afghanistan
By Spr Shekhar Gurung

PM Group with Commandant and GM QGE

GM Sahib Briefing PM Group



every possible place where our teams were 

and said that he was extremely impressed 

with the job we were doing. He also briefed 

us about the future commitments for Op 

HERRICK 17. GM sahib’s brief followed where 

he spoke about the future of the QGE. He 

briefed us about things regarding the future 

tranche of redundancy which is the burning 

issue for every soldier now, the transfer 

and manning in the QGE, the current and 

future structure, and the future roles and 

responsibilities. He also discussed some of 

the career prospects like promotion, career 

courses for example Cadres, Class 1 trade 

courses etc. He explained the future Pension 

scheme and talked about the welfare side 

of the soldiers in QGE. The SSM Sahib also 

emphasised the importance of the points 

mentioned by the Commandant and the 

GM Sahib. After the brief we discussed a 

few pressing questions and concerns we 

had with the GM and Commandant Sahib 

following a much needed tea and biscuits 

for energy to conduct a camp familiarisation 

tour of Laskhargah.

After going around the camp, Sgt Kambang 

guruji escorted our VIPs back to their 

accommodation for a short rest while we 

worked hard under Cpl Chandraprakash 

guruji to organise the messing for the 

evening. The preparation had already 

started early in the morning. We started our 

actual cooking around 1500hrs and by the 

time the Commandant and the GM Sahib’s 

arrived around 1800hrs, we already had 

everything setup ready to feast. The messing 

was attended by lots of personalities 

and supporting staff working with us in 

Lashkargah, like the Sahib’s and gurujis 

from other Gurkha units. The messing 

commenced once the Sahib’s arrived starting 

with drinks and delicious aludam cooked by 

our chef of the night, LCpl Ishwor Thapa. 

During the messing the sahib’s together 

congratulated three promoted soldiers who 

were selected for promotion from Sapper 

to Lance Corporal and the Dancon March 

winner Spr Champak Rai for his outstanding 

performance in the race. The Commandant 

and GM Sahib’s gave us a few words of 

wisdom about the cultural importance of 

messing and Gurkha Kaida. The main meal, 

a serving of special pork curry was the 

highlight of the messing. Everybody loved 

the food and gave their compliments to 

the chef. After the main meal everybody 

gathered around the BBQ fire, its warmth 

providing a tranquil after dinner setting for 

chit chat. 

Time travelled fast, by 2200hrs everyone 

was tired but having had a good time it was 

time to go and rest for the busy day that 

was due to follow. The Commandant sahib 

and GM sahib expressed how delighted they 

were to have messing and time like this 

with all the boys on the ground and never 

stopped appreciating the delicious food and 

hospitality they received during their visit to 

Lashkargah. After that the Sahibs and all the 

guests left thanking all the team members 

individually. Early in the morning sahibs left 

for camp Bastion.

The PM group again resumes the same daily 

routine here in Lashkargah; however the visit 

has changed a few things as we had a huge 

morale boost within the team after the visit.  

I believe that this kind of visit should happen 

at least once in a tour because this would 

bring a huge morale boost to the team 

and we would be able to know the bigger 

picture of what was happening within the 

QGE. Also, there were a lot of questions that 

could only be answered by the GM Sahib 

himself.  Overall the visit was very fruitful for 

us and hopefully for sahibs as well. We are 

also very thankful to Commandant and GM 

sahib for making the effort to come and visit 

us on ground and spend time with us. We 

thoroughly enjoyed our time with GM sahib 

whilst in Lashkargah.

Jai QGE
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Sahibs Interacting with Team members



2RGR with C Para Company, French Paratroopers

Casevac Drill During Routine patrol

Ex SOUTHERN CROSS
By 21171728 Rfn Anoj Gurung, A Coy, 2 Pl
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On the morning of 11 October 2012 we departed for EX 

SOUTHERN CROSS in New Caledonia. The exercise was run 

by French troops where other 9 nations were involved.  

We were a bit sad because we were leaving just before Dashain 

but everyone was so excited to exercise alongside multinational 

forces. This was the very first participation of British Forces in 

this overseas exercise and is completely different to the types of 

operations conducted in Southern Afghanistan (Helmand ) where 

the world is focusing at the moment, for Ex SOUTHERN CROSS was 

focused on non-combatant evacuation and disaster relief.

After a night transit in Australia, 40 personnel including 5 supporting 

officers arrived at NEW CALEDONIA on 12th of Oct. Our French 

company commander was present at the airport to welcome us 

where the reception was exceptionally very good. Later that day the 

multinational force wanted to learn and play our sports, so we played 

KABBADI. They in turn organized a BBQ for us and we gave them a 

real taste of Gurkhas messing, although we missed dale khorsani. 

On 15th Oct, the CO of the multinational force gave a welcome and 

opening speech. This week was for us to learn and adopt the different 

nations TTPs and SOPs. We did a company generated exercise to 

prepare ourselves ready for final FTX. We showed them a perfect 

demonstration of CASEVC under effective enemy fire. To watch this 

demonstration the French General for the Pacific was present with a 

lot of media. On 19th Oct under command of the Commander Pacific 

we did a ceremonial flag ceremony.

Later on the 19th Oct we started to deploy on the ground. Half 

of our platoon and few French counterparts led the operations by 

setting up OPs to secure a DZ for French paratroopers. Unfortunately 

the weather went against us and the paras couldn’t make any jump 

until the next day. So the length of our OP was extended for another 

24 hours. The rest of us were deployed on the 21 Oct, and after 

an hour’s flight we reached another airbase and linked up with our 

platoon which was already on the ground. This time our task was to 

provide a QRF for any major incident. After 48 hours, we left that 

location for the final phase of our FTE initially by TCV and also by 

foot. After we dropped off at our DOP,  we TABed (Tactical Advance In 

Battle) for almost for 3 hours up the mountains. This time our mission 

was to clear all the militias and to evacuate EP (Entitle Persons). After 

two hours tactical rest on top of mountain, we again continued our 

TAB until around 0400 hours. During our advance towards the village 

we came under militia fire at around 0530 hours. We cleared the 

village within an hour and our French counterparts evacuated the EPs, 

whilst the US marines were providing flank security. After evacuating 

all the EPs by helicopters, it was our turn to withdraw but on foot.  

Our TCV were almost 2 KM down and we were on top of a mountain.  

There was no way to go through the thick undergrowth, but our 

Platoon Sergeant, Sgt Santosh led the patrol making track along a 

small river with the help of his khukuri. The French OC struggled a bit 

but made it through and was really impressed by our performance.  

We had shown him a small use of our khukuri. On the 25th Oct, we 

returned to base after a very good and interesting exercise.

Despite the language barrier, we showed them real top class 

professionalism. Our work was highly appreciated by all the nations’ 

troops. Thanks to our PC, 2LT Plumley who’s French was as good as 

his English wish made our life much easier. On the 26th Oct, every 

participating nation was presented with a SOUTHERN CROSS coin 

followed by the closing address from the CO. On the 27th Oct, we 

had a day and night decompression package in Noumea, the capital 

of Caledonia.  On the 28th Oct we had a post Dashain messing 

and exchange of presentations from both sides. We presented 

khukuries to them and they presented us a very beautiful photo of Ex 

SOUTHERN CROSS with frame. At this stage the CO and OC in their 

speeches were very complementary describing us as second to none.  

Finally, on the 29th Oct, we headed back to our Regiment.  

We enjoyed and learnt a lot from this Exercise. We shared a lot 

of experiences, but for me personally this was definitely a time to 

remember in my life, as this was one of the best times of my army 

career, and I very much look forward to taking part again in a future 

Ex SOUTHERN CROSS.

Jai Gurkhas

Jai A COY 2 RGR 



ITC Catterick/BGN 

Close Quarter Combat (CQC) has 

been formally reintroduced into 

the Combat Infantryman’s Course 

(Gurkha) with Recruit Intake 2012.  

So, what is CQC?  

Kathmandu Marathon 2012 was 

held on 13 Oct 2012. It took place 

around vicinity of Kathmandu 

city starting and finishing at Dashrath 

National Stadium.  

 

The event was open for all. There were 

various category competitions within the 

event. Competitions were categorised as full-

marathon, half-marathon, 5 km open, 5 km 

under-age and 5 km wheel-chair. Amongst 

participants, there were professional runners 

participating for the prestigious winner’s medal. 

There were also part-bit runners participating 

on individual interest and some representing 

various firms, organizations and schools. 

BGN took this opportunity to participate 

on the event. CSgt Ganesh Limbu and Cpl 

Kumar Thapa actively lead BGN to the event. 

Team BGN’s intention was to participate and 

subsequently raise money for charity. The 

charity was to support Mr Deshman Rai (LEC 

Porter) and Nepal Army rehabilitation.  

Close Quarter Combat
By Unit Correspondent

Kathmandu Marathon 2012
By Unit Correspondent

Simply, it is a type of fighting skill in which 

usually small units engage the enemy with 

personal weapons at a very short range, 

potentially to the point of hand to hand 

combat or fighting with hand held weapons 

such as swords or knives. CQC demands a 

rapid assault and precise application of lethal 

force. Personnel involved in CQC must have a 

great proficiency with their weapons and also 

the ability to make split-second decisions in 

order to avoid counter attacks. This can only 

be achieved by detailed planning, surprise, 

speed and violent action.

Needless to say in contemporary Martial Arts 

teachings of bladed weapons have been very 

popular. Long before it became synonymous 

with the Gurkhas, the kukri (khukuri) had 

been used in CQC by Gurkha soldiers, whose 

knife skills were developed not by formal 

training but by their lifestyle up in the high 

mountains of Nepal, where life is often harsh 

A team from BGN took part in the Marathon. 

18 participants from BGN team took part 

in 5km and half marathon run. The BGN 

team consisted of serving and LEC personals. 

There were 5 female and 3 male participants 

on 5Km open run. And there were 10 male 

participants on half marathon (21Km) run. All 

the participants successfully completed the run 

with an ease. All administrative arrangement 

and necessity were dealt as a team. Some 

and kukri fighting skills are inevitable for 

daily survival.

Use of the kukri by Nepalese men can be 

traced back into history. King Prithvi Narayan 

Shah, who came from Gorkha district of 

Nepal, completed the unification of Nepal in 

1768 AD and became the first King of Nepal. 

He was able to defeat his adversaries due, 

in part, to his army’s ability to close with the 

enemy and use the kukri proficiently.

CQC philosophy using the kukri combined with 

Martial Arts has provided additional sharpness 

to Gurkha training. We are confident that this 

combat method, taught within an intensive 

programme in Gurkha Company Catterick, will 

enable the new generation of Gurkha Recruits 

to demonstrate mastery of kukri techniques 

and continue this great Gurkha tradition. 

Jai Gurkha Company

non-participating BGN staffs lead by COS, Lt 

Col E A Davies rode on their bicycles to support 

the team whilst on the run. Their support and 

encouragement was priceless. All participants 

from BGN on half-marathon completed the run 

in between 2 to 2 and half hours mark. Ladies 

were equally impressive on the 5km run. The 

COS was full of praise for the participants.

Jai BGN
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Gurkha 200 - 
Everest Selection Process
By Unit Correspondent

Gurkha Tales From Peace and War, 1945-2011
By Lt Col (Retd) JP Cross OBE
Review by Lt Col Elton Davis (DComd/COS, HQ BGN)

To commemorate the 200 years of service of the Gurkhas 

in the British Army in 2015, the Brigade of Gurkhas intend 

to send a team of soldiers to climb Mount Everest and put 

the first serving British Gurkha soldier on the summit. 

To achieve this will require a great deal of personal motivation, 

training, commitment and significant personal contributions.  

All Gurkha Units were informed of this and the response has been 

excellent, with over 150 applications having been received by the 

closing deadline. The eventual team size is planned on being 8 

climbers and 4 Instructors, to select this amount from across a Brigade 

of such high calibre soldiers is not going to be easy and many people 

have asked how this is to be achieved. The method to be used will 

be by selection through several phases of training. The best team 

members will be selected through the process outlined below:

• To ensure a fair initial selection, all applications were first screened 

by Unit GM’s and RATOs and then sent into HQBG where they were 

further screened by the Expedition Management Committee to select 

the best candidates who will then be called forward for a selection / 

training meet in summer 2014. This is likely to be in North Wales and 

will be based around the Summer Mountaineering Foundation to give 

all potential candidates chance to gain qualifications regardless of 

whether they make the final squad or not.

• Successful candidates from the North Wales squad will then 

form the initial squad who will be called forward for Winter 

Mountaineering Foundation training in Scotland over the winter of 

Gurkha Tales is 

an eclectic and 

fascinating collection 

of autobiographical stories by 

the legendary “JPX”.  

 

Ranging from the strategic 

and tactical, to the whimsical 

and occasionally spiritual, this 

anthology provides unique, first-

hand insights into service in the 

Brigade dating from the end of 

WW2, through Malaya, Borneo 

13/14. Once again the squad will be thinned down at this stage and 

invited to take part in the Alpine Mountaineering Foundation Course 

which will be conducted in the summer of 2014 in the European Alps.

• The final training event will be held in the Nepal Himalaya’s, with the 

ascent of a peak of over 7000 metres to assess the members best suited 

to dealing with the extremes of altitude and working on the systems 

only found in the high mountains. At this stage the final team plus a 

few reserves will be selected for the main event. Team members will be 

expected to take part in UK based training events on weekends and will 

be given individual training plans which they will be expected to stick to, 

as well as additional team tasks to make the expedition happen.

As you can see this is a comprehensive training plan involving a large 

amount of people. It will require a lot of personal sacrifice for the team 

and will require buy in from individual Line Managers. It will also require 

the full support from family members who must be under no illusion 

as this will involve a significant amount of separation. Finally for all the 

personnel involved, they will have the opportunity to gain further AT 

qualifications, see areas of the UK and Europe they would otherwise not 

get to, and pick up significant experience and skills. All will have a role 

in placing the final team members who will put the Brigade of Gurkhas 

firmly in the mountaineering history of Nepal and Mount Everest.

and the people’s revolution 

in Laos. There is as much in 

it for Brigade and South Asia 

fanatics as there is for casual 

military historians, particularly 

those who have served in the 

Brigade and know the author, 

either personally, or if only by 

reputation. He writes in his 

characteristically pithy and 

wry style, but the detail of his 

experiences on operations is 

written with great clarity and 

contemporary relevance, and 

is both refreshing and candid.  

All of the stories provide a rich 

window into his career and the 

Brigade of Gurkhas.   

 

Although drawn from articles 

written largely for the Kukri 

Magazine, they are as graphic 

and relevant today as they were 

then, and in one book, allow the 

reader to dip in and out of the 

Brigade’s history, and into one 

of the Brigade’s charismatic and 

mercurial characters.
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1. QGS - Capt Amrit OC BSN Tp greets Her Royal 
Highness, Princess Anne, Col-in-Chief Royal Corps 
of Signals during her visit to HICSSS and JFCIS on 
18 Dec 12.

2. QGE - Maidstone based families taking part in 
Cancer research Charity run.

3. QGE - Nepalese Ambassador Dr Chalise, 
SES project tutor Mrs Wendy awarding special 
achievement award to Mrs Gita Rai and Mrs Jayanti 
Thapa on ESOL Award Ceremony at Folkestone on 
Fri 29 Nov 12.
 
4. HQBG - Olympic gold medallists Captain Heather 
Stanning RA and Lieutenant Pete Reed RN with 
QGOOs at the Royal Albert hall.

5. HQBG - Maj Bijayant Sherchan OC GSPS 
presenting a cheque of £2707.30 (donation from 
GSPS Members) to Ex Cpl Yuvraj Gurung.

6. HQBG - Col JG Robinson Signing HQBG guest 
book while taking over the appointment of Col BG.

7. HQBG - Maj Pike DCOS HQBG presenting a 
Gurkha Soldier statue to Brigadier Rigden Saheb on 
behalf of HQBG on his farewell.

8. HQBG - Families with Acharya Chewang Guru 
after his preaching.  

9. BGP - SSgt Lachhuman Rana conducting initial 
documentation for Recruit Intake 2013 at BGP.

10. GSPS - SSgt Dugendra Tamang receiving AGC 
Corp colour for his contribution in inter Corp 
Shooting Competition.
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C Company, renamed D (DELHI) 

Company for Op HERRICK 15 had 

deployed to Khar Nikah (KNK), 

within the Upper Gereshk Valley (UGV), 

Nahr-E-Saraj (North) district in October 

2011; this district being the most kinetic 

in the whole of Afghanistan. The KNK 

Area of Operations straddles the area 

between the NES Canal and the River 

Helmand. It has been established by 

the setting of several Check Points (CPs) 

forming a bubble of fragile security of 

approximately four square kilometres, 

with a population of approximately 1,000 

local nationals. This area of influence is 

surrounded by wood lines, ditches and 

tracks that are riddled with improvised 

explosive devices (IEDs) and firing points 

utilised by the Insurgents.  

The D (DELHI) Company Group name came 

about due to the Danish Battlegroup, who 

have been our Combined Force HQ, and 

their re-naming according to their lay-down; 

D Company located in Khar Nikah. In the 

naming of the Company, DELHI was endorsed, 

as both The Yorkshire Regiment and The Royal 

Gurkha Rifles have this as a Battle Honour 

from their forebear Regiments.

The Company Group initially consisted of a 

total of 220 ISAF elements, plus a believed 

strength of up to 80 Afghan National Army 

(ANA) and 26 Afghan Local Police (ALP). With 

an enduring Afghan security solution being the 

end-state towards which we were working, 

prior to arrival we had made a decision that 

the ALP and the lay-down in the KNK area, 

were to be the focus. And with the scurrilous 

rumours abound, before we had even arrived 

in KNK, we were prepared to leave KNK 

soon after arrival, due to Afghan focus being 

elsewhere; in the end the ANA left in early 

December. Our priority remaining true, plans 

were further developed for re-organising the 

lay-down; within which, in time, we would /

could locate ALP. Training of the ALP alongside 

this restructuring became the focus, with the 

worst case scenario of handing over to the 

ALP alone, and the best case scenario, that a 

‘mentor /partner’ to the ALP would replace us, 

as UK ISAF; that replacement was to be Special 

Operations Task Force (West) (SOTF (W)), a 

group from the US Army Special Forces, The 

Green Berets. 

Our achievements, in short, when we left KNK 

are an ALP strength of 60 trained; ALP manning 

three CPs, mentored from distance and one CP 

partnered; ALP conducting partnered patrols 

with ISAF; an ALP that is structured and can 

perform a function; two new CPs built, pushing 

the Forward Line of Enemy Troops (FLET) to the 

north and to the south by about 400 metres 

in each direction, whilst providing enhanced 

security for central KNK; a reduction in total 

of two CPs to minimise the burden on the ALP 

and our successors; a community that now 

understands how to link in with GIRoA; key 

leaders and local nationals who have been 

weaned off their ISAF dependency; a link-up 

with SOTF(W) to our north and as a result a 

better understanding of the insurgency. SOTF 

(W) to now take on the challenges of the KHAR 

NIKAH AO and consolidate it’s linkage with their 

VSPs to the north; we believe that we have set 

them up for success. Time will tell.

In achieving this we have had many 

selfless acts:  

CP DAHLI LAILI (CP DHL), now CP GAJ, is a 

multiple strength position located deep in 

the Green Zone. Isolated, beyond the FLET, 

800 metres from the nearest supporting 

position and with 270 degree arcs into an area 

dominated by the enemy. Capt Eoin Waters 

and Sgt Lakhbahadur Gurung with twenty 

men, living in austere conditions and fighting 

from improvised battle positions located on the 

roof of a small Afghan compound, formed the 

SECURE and BUILD element of a Coy operation 

to build CP DHL; a CP built to provide the most 

contested element for the enduring security 

lay-down for ALP in KNK. Both have shown 

immense courage, leadership and example. 

Cpl Dhanbahadur Gurung took over 

responsibility of Observation Post (OP) 

BAHADUR (BDR), an austere Afghan 

compound, with a strength of 10 men, on 

the 10 Feb 12. On the 11 Feb 12 and again 

on the 17 Feb 12, OP BDR was subjected to a 

violent and determined insurgent attack in the 

first instance and on the second, as a result 

of an assassination attempt on a member of 

the Local Police, was subjected to a reactive 

attack. Cpl Dhan’s resolve, presence of mind, 

devotion to duty and coolness have prevented 

his base being over-run in the first of these 

attacks, and in the second prevented a local 

national and key ALP member’s death. 

C Company in Afghanistan

Riflemen Tanka Tembe, Ananda Thapa and 

Rfn Suman Rana Magar, amongst others, have 

been employed as the lead searchers (HORN 

men) on patrols in the Company during Op 

HERRICK 15. As lead searchers they have been 

responsible for the clearance of a safe route for 

patrols through the complex, demanding and 

dangerous terrain of the primary green zone 

on an almost daily basis. This they have done 

regularly in the most testing conditions at night, 

with poor night vision, under immense mental 

pressure. They have consistently put themselves 

at the forefront, showing commendable 

courage, coolness and devotion to duty.

None more so than the fallen:

LCpl Gajbahadur Gurung, 2 RGR

LCpl Eustace, 2 RIFLES 

Sig Sartorius-Jones, Royal Signals

Long will they live in our memories; our 

thoughts and prayers are with their families.

Kaphar Hunnu Bhanda Marnu Jati

Congratulations must go to Sgt Lakhbahadur 

Gurung, Cpl Dhanbahadur Gurung, Rfn Suman 

Gurung and Major Spiro C Marcandonatos for 

their awards of Mention in Distpatches (MiD) 

and Fg Offr Sttevei Attala (attached as the 

MSST) for her award of Queens Commendation 

for Valuable Service (QCVS) from H15; all a 

reflection of the Company’s success.

On return from H15 the focus turned towards 

GRC 3 and it’s disestablishment, inextricably 

linked to individuals’ and their assignments, 

Post Operational Tour Leave and a Battlefield 

Tour to Italy, along with Adventurous Training 

for those that had time to spare.

By Unit Correspondent
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The 1 YORKS Medals Parade, held on the 

22 June 2012, saw the Battalion form up 

along with the Band from the RIFLES and 

1 RGR Pipes and Drums. This parade also 

saw the formal re-configuration of Gurkha 

Reinforcement Company 3, so that 1YORKS 

could start the process of reforming and 

so that the majority of individuals could be 

re-assigned back to 2 RGR or ERE posts; 

testament to how 1 YORKS have looked after 

GRC 3 over the three years has been the 

number of individuals who have transferred 

or applied for transfer to 1 YORKS - to date 

this stands at approximately 10 and growing!

Congratulations must go to those who have 

been promoted over the past six months: 

Sgt Lakhbahadur Gurung to CSgt; Cpl 

Basantakumar Gurung and Cpl Begindradal 

Limbu to Sgt; LCpl Anilkumar Rai and LCpl 

Kiran Yonzon to Cpl; Rfn Tanka Tembe, 

Rfn Nagendrakumar Thapa and Rfn 

Dambar Limbu to LCpl. Fantastic news and 

wholeheartedly deserved. As I write these 

words the last men and their families from 

the Company have left Munster, Germany 

for their next posts.  All will be the richer for 

their time and experiences whilst within 1 

YORKS. The lessons learnt within the variety 

of roles, the confidence in themselves and 

their unswerving focus throughout has meant 

that the Gurkha name has remained high. 

They have won new friends at all levels and 

will have much value to add as they move 

from post to post. Those we have lost on the 

way will remain firm in our hearts and our 

memories, serving as our inspiration.

Jai D (DELHI) Company, Jai C Company 

and Jai GRC 3.

Ex-GRC 3 Members unveil 
Late LCpl Gajbahadur 
Gurung’s Statue
By Bidhata Rai (MSc, MA) wife of Rfn Dhanraj Rai

The inauguration 

ceremony of the statue 

of Late LCpl Gajbahadur 

Gurung took place at The 

Brigade of Gurkha’s Visitor 

Centre at Shornecliffe 

on 25 October 2012. LCpl 

Gajbahadur Gurung, better 

known as “Gaj”, was killed 

in action in Afghanistan on 

Friday 27 January 2012.  

He was a part of the Gurkha 

Reinforcement Company 

(GRC) 3, the first ever Gurkha 

Company to go overseas 

as a non-Gurkha Regiment 

attachment.  Attached to the 

1st Battalion The Yorkshire 

Regiment (1 Yorks), GRC 3 was 

in Germany for 3 years from 

July 2009 to September 2012.

Members of GRC 3 

collaboratively built the statue 

as a tribute to the brave soldier. 

His wife, Manisha Gurung, 

22, mother-in-law and uncle 

attended the ceremony along 

with ex-GRC 3 members 

from Sandhurst, Brecon 

and Catterick. The former 

OC of GRC 3, Major Spiro 

Marcandonatos and Platoon 

Commander Euan Waters 

from 1 Yorks also attended the ceremony. 

The programme was executed under the 

supervision of Captain Mani Ram Rai (also 

an ex-GRC 3 member), who is currently the 

2IC of Gurkha Company (Sittang).

“This historical moment will be remembered 

forever and the statue will bear great 

importance in the history of the Brigade 

of Gurkhas,” said Captain Rai. Major 

Marcandonatos said he could speak endlessly 

about “Gaj” and remembered him as “a 

man who was an inspiration to all and will 

continue to be. He was a true Gurkha with a 

bit of western twist”, he added. His platoon 

commander Captain Euan Waters from 1 

Yorks said, “He was just a breath of fresh air. 

It was an honour working with the Gurkhas 

and especially Gaj.”

LCpl Gaj  was born in Majthana, Nepal, 

on 16 October 1985 and was brought up 

and educated in Pokhara. He joined the 

Brigade of Gurkhas on 18 December 2004 

and completed recruit training in Gurkha 

Company, Infantry Training Centre Catterick 

in October 2005. He was deployed to 

Afghanistan three times during his military 

career. He first deployed in 2006 on Op 

HERRICK 4 as part of D Company (Gurkha 

Reinforcement Company) with 7th Parachute 

Regiment Royal Horse Artillery and in 

October 2008 on Op HERRICK 9 with 2nd 

Battalion The Royal Gurkha Rifles.

QGS
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Exercise Tiger Himalayan Dagger 12 - 
Annapurna Circuit Trek and Rafting in Nepal
By WO2 (QMSI) Khadka Bahadur Gurung QGE - 36 Engr Regt (Search) Training Wing

Following a long deployment to 

Afghanistan on Op HERRICK 14, 

11 members from 24 Commando 

Engineer Regiment along with one 

member of Sheffield University Officer 

Training Corp embarked on a three weeks 

adventure to the Nepalese Himalayas. 

The group left London Heathrow on 4 

March 2012, led by Lt Olly Clark RE (3 

Tp Comd - 59 Cdo Sqn) and seconded 

by SSgt Khadka Gurung (Condor Tp 

SSgt - 59 Cdo Sqn). It was the first time 

Commando Sappers visited Nepal since 

the service of QGE Commandos in 2006. 

24 hours later the group landed in the 

hustling city of Kathmandu where we were 

warmly welcomed by Khil Thapa (Ex QGE) 

proprietor of Gurkha Adventure. After 

settling into the British Gurkhas Camp 

Kathmandu, we enjoyed a traditional meal 

whilst taking in the vibrant atmosphere. 

At the crack of dawn as Kathmandu stirred, the 

party embarked on a 9 hour journey weaving 

through forest and valley. For lunch we stopped 

in a lively town, Besisahar Lamjung where we 

were caught up in the national Holi festival 

(festival of colour). This undoubtedly resulted 

in many of the group joining in the water 

and paint fights that were in full flow. After 

rinsing off, we continued the journey up to 

Bahundanda 1310m; the start point of trek.

The following day, the group buzzing with 

enthusiasm, we started at a steady pace 

through an extremely picturesque valley parallel 

to the Marsgangdi River. We stopped for lunch 

where we basked in sunshine while waiting for 

our traditional Daal Bhat lunch. We headed on 

and came over the first of many cable bridges, 

which we negotiated with caution due to the 

wobbly nature. The scenery became more 

impressive with every day and each corner 

we turned. Each evening we stopped-over in 

quaint tea houses and had some local food, 

rest and administered ourselves.

The group made very good progress up 

to Tal at 1700m, taking advantage of the 

relatively low altitude. The scenery was 

gratifying as we found ourselves surrounded 

by spectacular 6000+m mountains standing 

proud against the blue sky. As we ventured 

higher, the effects of the thin air began to 

be apparent with hearts and lungs racing, 

making the ascent more difficult. 

We arrived at Upper Pisang 3310m a 

stereotypical rock house settlement with prayer 

flags linking the rooftops. The flags vivid 

colours fluttering in the wind against the bright 

blue sky further heightened the experience 

of Nepal. We visited a small monastery where 

we were warmly welcomed and given greater 

insight into Buddhism. The arduous conditions 

continued with the temperature dropping 

with each leg and the altitude further sapping 

our strength. We stopped at Manang 3540m 

where we spend a day acclimatizing and 

resting to help prevent the onset of Acute 

Mountain Sickness (AMS). We set off early 

from Manang spending a night in Yak Kharka 

before the push to High Camp 4850m where 

we would base ourselves for the final ascent 

to the pass. This leg of the trek was extremely 

steep and taxing, our group showed their 

resilience by passing many teams descending 

to further acclimatize. We made it to the high 

camp where headaches were rife as the body 

attempted to adapt to the thin air.

The ascent to Thorang-La-Pass, came too 

quickly; we woke up at 4am to find a tranquil 



Ex CANYON DRAGON - 
250 Gurkha Signal 
Squadron AT Expedition 
to USA
By Sgt Dipendra Gurung
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and charming nightscape, the moon beaming onto the 

snow-capped mountains around us. The temperature had 

dropped drastically during the night to -15°c which resulted 

in the air chilling and drying the throat with every breath. 

Despite the early hour, there was a buzz of activity in the 

serenity of this amazing environment.

We departed towards the trips’ goal; to climb up and 

over the Thorong La Pass (5416m). Under moonlight we 

sneaked our way steadily upwards. We had to ensure 

every foot step was carefully taken as a slip could result in 

a potentially fatal fall. The sun rose warming our backs, 

transforming the white-mountains to a deep striking 

orange. With burning legs and aching lungs, and with 

every step requiring three times the effort as the altitude 

starved the body of oxygen, we made it to the top where 

we were rewarded with an idyllic 360 degree mountain-

scape into Tibet and Nepal. The challenges of the past 

few days were all well worth it. We descended with weary 

legs to Muktinath and had local lunch in the midday 

sun. We then pitted ourselves in the road wars along the 

innumerable bends and steep cliff up to Jomsom where a 

well-deserved rest and hot shower followed by local Raksi 

and Sukuti, was definitely a treat for the evening. 

The following morning, we flew from Jomsom to Pokhara 

airport observing glamorous Himalayan range and 

numerous peaks. Two days rest and recuperation at British 

Gurkhas Camp Pokhara culminated with the DOKO race 

(Gurkha selection criteria), 5km uphill carrying 25kg in a 

basket, which potential recruit have to complete within 

48mins. Everyone crossed the finishing line well within the 

time which was a gentle reminder of my selection days, 18 

years ago. We are very thankful to Capt Buddhi Bhandari 

saheb (QM BGP) for assisting us on administration for the 

DOKO race. Sight-seeing around Pokhara and mouth-

watering Nepalese cuisine in the evening was an added 

flavour to our stay in Pokhara. 

Then we headed for the final aspect of our adventure 

training; white water rafting in Trisuli River. It was a 

nice respite from the altitude and comprised 3 days of 

relaxation in a boat and sporadic fights between each boat 

before tackling exhilarating level 4 rapids. We were lucky 

as the sun shone the whole time. At the end of each day, 

we camped on a beach under the stars, with the worlds’ 

allocation of meat barbecued for scran and beer…. real 

men! After the white water rafting, we drove back to 

Kathmandu where the group had a couple of days of 

cultural visits to Bhaktapur, an ancient city on the outskirts 

of Kathmandu. 

The trip was a great success; all members returned safely 

back to UK with a greater understanding of the Gurkhas’ 

homeland; a good respect and experience of trekking 

at high altitude. All that and a wonderful love of ‘Daal 

Bhat’…!!! 

Jai QGE Cdo!

10 members of 250 Gurkha Signal Squadron deployed on a 

Level 3 Adventurous Training exercise to the United States 

of America over the period of 27 July to 7 August. 

 

The aim of the exercise was to introduce soldiers to an unfamiliar 

environment giving them the opportunity to conduct mountaineering 

in order to develop leadership, teamwork and navigational skills in the 

challenging and diverse territory of the Grand Canyon National Park.

The expedition route predominantly stretched across two different 

States of America, Utah and Arizona. Needless to say, the road 

journeys were unavoidable due to the distance and the area covered. 

When road maps were preferred to expensive Sat-Navs systems, 

you could feel the sense of disappointment, especially amongst 

younger members of the team who rely so heavily on new technology 

nowadays. It was a painful navigational experience and a great deal 

was learnt by all members of the expedition. 

The itinerary consisted of visits to five National parks, Zion, Bryce 

Canyon, Arches, Canyonland and the Grand Canyon National Park. 

Each National Park offered unique mountaineering challenges as each 

trail was different. From the thrilling hike of Angel’s Landing to the 

refreshing river hike of Zion Narrows, the extremely dry trek of Fairyland 

loop of Bryce Canyon to breathtaking nature-made monuments of the 

Arches, and finally an arduous trek to the depths of the Grand Canyon, 

unforgettable experiences have been had by all and will remain in our 

memories for a very long time.

After an incredible mountaineering experience, it was time to head to 

the lively city of Las Vegas for a day of R&R. Cpl Nishan, having visited 

the city before, was tasked to organise a recreational package, which 

included visits to the Atomic Testing Museum and the Hoover Dam. 

The package was enjoyed by all and added an extra flavour to the 

truly memorable expedition. As an organiser, I would like to thank the 

Squadron Chain of Command for releasing the soldiers and providing all 

the assistance in order to make this a highly successful expedition.
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My Journey to Graduation
By Sergeant Roshan Thapa Magar, 1RGR

It is my pleasure to write about my 

journey to graduation for the readers. 

I grew up in a small rural village called 

Baskhola, which is situated in the west of 

Baglung district in Nepal.  

I am proud to mention that I was fortunate 

to join the Brigade of Gurkhas because it has 

not only changed my existence but it has also 

given me an opportunity to graduate from 

the UK, at Bournemouth University. As I did 

not have a solid foundation for academic 

study, I had to struggle a lot to attain this 

stage. In the past, every time I went to Nepal 

for my long leave, I wanted to do something 

productive rather than spending six months 

on adventurous activities. Thus, I had decided 

to do some courses during my long leave 

and did several courses in the British Council 

Kathmandu as well as some computer courses 

at the local training centre. This gave me 

confidence to learn further when I returned 

to the UK. 

Although I had the ultimate goal of attaining 

higher education, I was very much inspired by 

my parents who worked hard and always had 

optimism. They thought education is foremost 

for all future prospects, and now I agree 

with them. Also, I was greatly influenced by 

my elder sisters who had gained their MBAs 

from the Tribhuvan University of Nepal. I have 

always had a passion for study and a vision to 

gain a higher Education. Now, I am proud to 

have achieved a Diploma of Higher Education 

(DipHE) with merit in “International Business 

and Management” from Bournemouth 

University. This course has enhanced my 

academic knowledge and I am able to know 

fundamental business and contemporary 

management issues. Due to distance learning, 

it took me four rigorous years to achieve this 

level, but it finally paid off. DipHE is not the 

final destination of my education as I wish to 

study further and stretch my horizon. I am 

pleased that I was able to transfer my DipHE 

credit to the Open University and enrol on a 

computer networking course where I would 

like to specialize in computer networking and 

security. In the era of booming Information 

Technology (IT), I believe gaining an IT 

qualification will give me more international 

job prospects.  

   

Throughout my journey to graduation, my 

wife Puspa has always been supportive in 

every aspect and I agree with the famous 

slogan “behind every successful man there is 

a woman”. She understands my commitment 

and encourages me. I also try to balance my 

time equally with my work, family and study. 

I study in the evenings mostly after 8pm until 

midnight, sometimes beyond, especially during 

the exams. Before 8pm I would have family 

time especially with my two young children, 

daughter Riva and son Ryan. I believe children 

are precious for their parents, so my free time 

and weekends are committed to them. 

It will not pertain to everyone but I presume 

that there are some readers who may not be 

familiar with distance learning. So, I would 

like to share the advantages of distance 

learning. Distance learning does not require 

commuting. You can live anywhere and study 

from anywhere around the world whilst 

obtaining the education of your choice. It 

is self-paced learning; however, you will 

have to submit your assignments on time. 

I remember that I used to walk an hour to 

go to secondary school but now with the 

Internet there is great flexibility.  Simply put, 

you have to be dedicated and manage your 

time effectively. “Where there’s a will there’s 

a way”. 

I would like to thank The Enhanced Learning 

Credit (ELC) scheme where I used two “Upper 

Tier” 80% towards my course fees. Currently 

I am using the third and last ELC for my 

Honours Degree at the Open University. This 

is a great scheme in terms of financial support 

and I would recommend everyone who is 

eligible to make use of this scheme. 

Final word, everyday is a school day and it is 

never too late to gain a higher education.

1 RGR
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Race to Jerudong
By LCpl Prem Gurung, Brunei Signal Troop

Fancy Dress Party
By 21171708 Rfn Tej Tamang, Everest Platoon, 1RGR

The 2RGR Golf Society, under the 

direction of OIC Capt Raghubir 

Rai, scheduled another interesting 

monthly medal meet at the Royal Brunei 

Golf and Country Club, Jerudong.  

The golf society organises four successive 

monthly medals in a row; three Monthly 

Medals are played in various golf courses 

around Brunei and the finals takes place 

at RBGCC Jerudong. 

 

The aim of this event is to bring golfers of all 

ranks and cap badges together and to decide 

the overall winner of the ‘Race to Jerudong’.

On the morning of 23 September, the RBGCC 

was packed with 40 keen golfers from the 

2RGR Golf Society. On arrival, SSgt Man Ale 

QGE(Golf secretary) welcomed and briefed 

everyone about the format of the day’s event. 

All golfers were divided into three divisions  

(A, B and C) as per their handicap category.

After the group photograph, at 0900hrs the 

first two flights tee’d off from hole number 

one and ten respectively. There were a few 

Leaving the daily routine of work 

and rehab exercise to one side, it 

took a month for our party to be 

planned. With the help and hard work 

of his comrades, Sgt Ramesh Ghale and 

his 2IC LCpl Dipendra Rana arranged 

and organized a farewell party to those 

fellow soldiers who were injured in the 

Afghanistan operational theatre, and who 

were to be medically discharged or made 

redundant from the army. 

 

The party was held on Friday 30 November 

2012 with the aim to, ‘Get together and 

share each other feelings to reduce injury 

depression and stress’. After a week of 

preparation, a royal look dining room, dance 

floor and wonderful buffet set were laid 

out immaculately. The party started with a 

warm welcome together with an appealing 

starter. The glitter of sparkling lights, ribbons, 

balloons and the heart breaking music by DJ 

interesting actions to see, some drove the 

ball into the water at the first hole and some 

managed to make Out Of Bounds (OB) at the 

tenth hole. However, the result of the day’s 

competition was remarkable. The last flight 

finished the course at 1500 hrs. All the golfers 

gathered and eagerly waited at the reception 

hall of the club for the results and presentation. 

Suddenly, the Golf Secretary announced an 

overall tie between Cpl Gajendra QGE (Lee 

Westwood) and LCpl Prem QGS (Tiger Wood), 

which led them to play a one hole playoff. 

The excitement of the environment was no 

less than any other play off in the finals of the 

PGA tours. LCpl Prem won the play off by a 

single shot and was declared as the Champion 

in the ‘Race to Jerudong’. Capt Raghubir 

congratulated all the winners and thanked 

them for their participation.

Without a doubt, the event was a real 

success. Sincere thanks must go to Golf 

OIC Capt Raghubir and the event co-

ordinator SSgt Man Ale for organising such 

a marvellous event. We are looking forward 

to the next meet for the next Monthly 

Medal which will be played at the Panaga 

Golf Club.

Jai 2 RGR Golf Society.

LCpl Prem receiving champions award 

from OIC Capt Raghubir

Rfn Praveen Rai, made the party outstanding. 

As requested the week before, everyone fully 

supported the evening’s theme, which was 

for a fancy costume party. The party was filled 

with wonderful outfits, some were dressed 

as ‘super heroes’ and some were dressed as 

‘celebrities’, but overall it was a combination 

of all sorts of fancy costumes. This really 

showed how much effort and dedication each 

individual contributed to make the evening 

successful. Of course the best costume was 

announced at the end of the party to make 

it more exciting. More guests arrived as dusk 

started to turn into night. When everyone was 

chatting, Rfn Rakesh Thapa, who was the Food 

IC for the day, grabbed everyone’s attention by 

making a move to the dining room. Deliciously 

self-prepared, mouth- watering foods were 

stunningly decorated and attracted all the 

people into the room. The decorations and the 

candle light on the tables were remarkable. 

At the end of the dinner, a toast was raised 

for her Majesty The Queen, Queen Elizabeth 

II, fellow members, our new Pl Commander 

and injured comrades. Soon after the dinner, 

a game of bingo was organized by myself and 

Sgt Ramesh. Everyone had great fun and LCpl 

Dipendra Rana and his wife won the full house 

prize. At the end of the party the guests were 

awarded with the traditional Khukri, and other 

comrades were presented with a silver coated 

Goblet as a token of love from our Everest 

Platoon. The party ended in the early hours of 

Saturday morning with the last cocktail dance.

This party will always be remembered as it 

was a truly successful evening. The organizers 

did a great job as did all the participants of 

the party. Without everyone’s co-operation 

and mutual support, this would not have been 

accomplished. Truly, this fancy dress party 

night will be one for future reminiscences as 

we all had the experience of a lifetime. 

Jai 1RGR, Jai Everest Pl.
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10 QOGLR 
Families 
Poppy Break
Weston-Super-Mare
By Unit Correspondent

The Gurkha Welfare Trust 
increases its annual grant to 
ABF The Soldiers’ Charity

As part of our continued welfare 

support to families whose loved 

ones were away on Op HERRICK 16 

and OP TOSCA, the Unit Welfare Officer, 

Capt Dave Stewart organised a week’s free 

holiday from 24 - 31 Aug 12, courtesy of 

the Royal British Legion.  Somerset Legion 

House, the Royal British Legion holiday 

centre at Weston-super-Mare (WSM) 

provides accommodation and feeding 

for approximately 42 families. Whilst the 

targeted beneficiaries were spouses of 

deployed personnel, the Rear Operations 

Group (ROG) personnel also took up a 

number of places as they could not be filled.   

 

Readers may be aware that WSM is a tourist 

destination, located on the Bristol Channel 

coast, South West of Bristol. The name Weston 

is made up of two old English or Saxon words 

meaning the “west tun” or “settlement” and 

super (with small s) means “on” or “above”, 

and “mare” is Latin for “sea”.

Once the families arrived at the Poppy Break 

Centre (PBC), they were allocated rooms. The 

centre itself is situated on the Sea Front and 

offers spacious accommodation with views 

directly over the beach lawns to the Bristol 

Channel. It is a fantastic venue, extremely 

well maintained and has amenities such as 

a hairdressing salon, games room, cinema, 

library, spa bath, activities room and guest 

laundry. The town is only a few minutes’ 

walk from the PBC.

Right in the heart of Weston and its beach lies 

Weston’s Grand Pier which has a world class 

amusement centre. The beach is naturally 

formed and stretches for miles, with the 

second highest tidal range in the world: 

Weston Beach really is a natural wonder. It 

is also suitable to carry out a lot of activities 

such as walking, swimming, running and 

sports.  Other tourist attractions such as the 

sea aquarium, helicopter museum, the famous 

donkey ride and a 18 hole golf are all in the 

close of the town centre. It may be worth 

highlighting that the late Jill Dando (BBC 

presenter) was born ain WSM and a memorial 

garden, named “Jill’s Garden” can also be 

found here as a permanent tribute to her.

Everyday different activities were organised 

for the families, which ranged from visits 

to theme parks, museums and evening 

entertainment (cinema, magicians etc).  

Individuals were also allowed to partake in 

their own activities if they had other plans.  

On the second day, the Gurkha Maj, Maj 

Khim Gauchan Saheb took the families out 

for a hill walk. It started from the PBC, along 

the sandy coastal beach, passing the town 

centre and up a few hills and back into the 

town; all in all, it took approximately 3 hrs. 

On the final night, a Western theme party 

was held to bid farewell to the families. They 

were taught the art of “lion dancing”. It 

turned out be a hugely entertaining night.  

On 30 Aug 12, sadly as all good things must 

come to an end, it was time to leave and 

head back home. Prior to returning home, 

all the families got together to show their 

appreciation. GM Saheb gave a “thank you” 

speech to the Manageress of the centre 

and a Regimental plaque on behalf of those 

attending. Those who wished to donate 

money towards the RBL also did voluntarily.

The Poppy Break Centre is a fantastic facility 

for Forces families. It allows them to get 

away from their home, unwind and spend 

some idyllic time with other families. It was 

a brilliant opportunity, well organised and 

would recommend all units to seize the 

opportunity while it lasts. On behalf of all 

the families who benefited, a big thank you 

to Capt Dave Stewart for arranging such a 

wonderful “freebie” holiday.

The Gurkha Welfare Trust makes an annual grant to ABF The Soldiers’ 

Charity in recognition of the work in UK the charity undertakes 

in support of ex-Gurkhas. The extent of the grant is based on 

affordability rather than direct recompense for ABF The Soldiers’ Charity.  

The level of grant has increased steadily over the years. This year, the Trust 

has increased its annual grant to £200,000.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 




